
Be a Green Reader

Often I see clever circulation of our 
magazines, so one copy is read by 
many. We fully encourage this – 
companies get maximum value and 
we know we are being read, not just 
dumped on desks en masse. You also 
reduce our carbon footprint – and 
remember how printers argue that 
paper from managed forests can be 
as friendly to the environment as 
websites, counting their hidden energy 
consuming server farms. So you make 
us a green read.
You are faced with countless maritime 
magazines. National bodies and lobby 
groups also send you their magazines. 
And a growing trend, companies 
print their own publications, which 
are often very good (not least the 
company magazines that Yellow & 
Finch Publishers produces). I’ve just 
finished reading Voith Turbo’s excellent 
Perspectives.
As an independent publisher with 

paid subscription, we know we must 
connect information with markets and 
add value to your job. That’s why you 
read Offshore Industry. Our circulation 
topped 7,000 copies this year (and who 
knows how many more readers), not 
counting trade show distribution. 
Our strong base in the Netherlands 
represents 18 percent of our readers, 
and our international audience grows 
steadily. Particularly in Norway we 
have more readers, and we try to reflect 
that in our content. But without reader 
input, it would be a guessing game. So 
keep the emails coming, and we’ll keep 
producing a good, and green, read.

John Gauldie
john@ynfpublishers.com
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opinion

Yellow & Finch Publishers’ suite of business to business 
magazines cover the international maritime industry. The 
independent magazines, published up to six times a year, 
are Offshore Industry, ShipBuilding Industry, SuperYacht 
Industry, Ports & Shipping Industry, and the annual 
Maritime Services Directory.

As Yellow & Finch Publishers charges into its sixth year of Offshore 
Industry, I mark six months as editor. A fascinating part of my job is 

visiting you in yards, engineering offices and manufacturing plants. What 
strikes me when I visit companies is the astonishing amount of reading you get 
through. 
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Offshore Energy 2012 kicked off in October just as 

news came in of the CHC helicopter’s controlled ditching 

off Shetland. Thankfully all nineteen onboard were safe, 

but it put safety in focus at the exhibition. Nowhere 

better than at the impressive Rescue 3 stand, detailing 

their water rescue training. From Liftex I learned about 

safe sling operations and inspections.

Offshore accidents not only 

put lives at risk, but also the 

environment, not to mention 

balance sheets. But as the 

mantra goes, ‘proper preparation 

prevents poor performance’. At 

Hydrasun’s stand, Ms Lindner 

told me all about their new service for inspecting and 

maintaining offshore flexible hoses. And Adesso Valves 

knows all about guaranteeing safe performance through 

its extensive test programme. 

The more than 7,600 professionals at the growing 

Amsterdam conference must prepare for a different 

development – the skills shortage. Dutch newspaper 

NRC reported a major shortage of technical students, 

estimating 150,000 Dutch vacancies by 2016. 

Taking proactive steps, oil and gas transport and rig 

mover Lubbers opened a new Operations Training & 

Competence Centre. Ms Angelini of employment agency 

Deinco explained the challenge of placing rig personnel. 

At integrated mooring and rigging provider Franklin 

Offshore Ms Claeys is proud of the company’s global 

training programme and motivated professionals, and 

also had excellent Belgian chocolates.

The best way to prepare for the future is to write 

it yourself – by innovating. Mr Plomp at Fender 

Innovation introduced me to the revolutionary 

lightweight fender system as seen on new survey vessel 

Geo Focus. At the Ravestein 

stand, Mr GoedBloed showed 

how the yard customises 

pontoons, producing for 

example the Russian backhoe 

dredger Peter the Great 

for DEME. Mr Goedbloed 

and I also shared thoughts about the various trade 

fairs around the globe. Plenty of new entrants at the 

Amsterdam event proves that the offshore industry still 

sees growth ahead, but makes getting a company’s 

message out more challenging. Thankfully, that’s where 

our Offshore Industry magazine can make an impact. 

Rob van Akkeren

rob@ynfpublishers.com

Prepare for Impact
Yellow & Finch’s Rob van Akkeren in Amsterdam

“The best way to prepare 
for the future is 

to write it yourself.”

At Yellow & Finch Publishers, owners of Offshore Industry, we circumnavigate the maritime world to bring you back the latest industry news. Find out what the ‘Word on the Sea’ is with Rob van Akkeren.
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